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ABSTRACT: Wireless Sensor Networks are the major mode of communication medium, which allows several users 
and services to operate with this powerful environment. For the uncontrolled or unlimited usages of communication via 
Wireless Sensor Networks, interference is increasing rapidly, due to this issue, unlicensed spectrum affected a lot. To 
avoid these issues for unlicensed spectrum scheduling, Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks (CRSN) is proposed over this 
system, which dramatically improves the spectrum accessibility by analyzing the licensed spectrum bands. The 
proposed approach is concentrated to design the dynamic channel accessing issue for improving the efficiency of 
energy with cluster based Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks. Because of the dependency of packet loss ratio of licensed 
free channel, the condition of wireless sensor nodes are sensed and the energy efficiency is improved over the licensed 
channel. An opportunistic routing based channel accessing strategies are designed in Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks 
as well as introducing a dynamic channel access CRN to both inter and intra cluster communications. In the several 
past approaches, the cluster based sensing of licensed channel ratios is designed. For each activity, all the nodes in the 
network are including the channel sensing principles, so, that the overall energy utilization is increased in the network. 
In the proposed network design focuses on energy efficiency as well as the unwanted or idle nodes in the network are in 
sleep state, due to this kind of improvised norms the cognitive radio sensor networks are improved. 
 
KEYWORDS: CRSN, Cognitive Radio Sensor Network, WSN, Wireless Sensor Network, RSSI, Received Signal 
Strength Indicator. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A cognitive radio wireless sensor network is one of the candidate areas where cognitive techniques can be 
used for opportunistic spectrum access. Research in this area is still in its infancy, but it is progressing rapidly. The aim 
of this study is to classify the existing literature of this fast emerging application area of cognitive radio wireless sensor 
networks, highlight the key research that has already been undertaken, and indicate open problems. 
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Fig.1. Structural Arrangement of CRSN 

 
This system describes the advantages of cognitive radio wireless sensor networks, the difference between ad 

hoc cognitive radio networks, wireless sensor networks, and cognitive radio wireless sensor networks, potential 
application areas of cognitive radio wireless sensor networks, challenges and research trend in cognitive radio wireless 
sensor networks. The sensing schemes suited for cognitive radio wireless sensor networks scenarios are discussed with 
an emphasis on cooperation and spectrum access methods that ensure the availability of the required QoS. 
 
Wireless Sensor Network – Past Metrics 
 

Communications in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are event driven. Whenever an event triggers wireless 
sensor (WS) nodes generate bursty traffic. In a dense network environment, wireless sensor nodes deployed in the same 
area might try to access a channel whenever an event occurs. Recently, many sensitive and critical activities are being 
monitored and observed increasingly using WSNs. Several heterogeneous WSNs can exist, which causes a long 
waiting time for the delay sensitive data.  

 
Fig.2. Proposed System Architecture 

 
Wireless sensors are normally deployed in inaccessible terrain. Therefore, the self-organizing ability and 

lifetime of the WS nodes are very important. WSNs consist of hundreds of WS nodes deployed throughout the sensor 
field and the distance between two neighboring WS nodes is generally limited to few meters. A sink node or base 
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station is responsible for collecting the data from the WS nodes in single or multiple-hop manner. The sink node then 
sends the collected data to the users via a gateway, often using the internet or any other communication channel. Figure 
1 shows the scenario of conventional WSNs. 
 
Problem Summary 

The following figure demonstrates the time flow of the CRSN to illustrate the temporal relationship of 
different activities. According to the figure, an information period comprises of three stages, i.e., information sensing, 
information transmission and sleep or resting. Toward the start of every data period, Sj senses the monitored area and 
creates Aj sensed information to report to the sink node. Once the detected information is effectively transmitted to the 
next hop, it will transform into sleep mode for energy saving and wait for the following data period. 
 

 
Fig.3. Time Period of CRSN 

 
Since information transmission is autonomous among various information periods, our objective is to 

effectively transmit information to the sink node within an information transmission period, by deciding the channel 
detecting and accessing decision according to the channel state of C0. 

As a marker of the time-varying channel condition, the bundle misfortune rate of C0 is measured/assessed 
toward the start of every transmission period, by the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) and SNR (Signal-to-
Noise Ratio) amid the interchanges of each match CM-CH and CH-Sink, and thought to be stable in a data transmission 
period but change over different periods. In terms of network model, the data transmission consists of two phases; those 
are intra-group information transmission and inter-group information transmission. So, in this project concentrated on 
reducing the vitality consumption during these two phases. Fig.3.4.1. shows the time period of the two phases, which 
also explains the existing work of this project. Specifically, they aimed to address the two issues those are: 
(a) All through the intra-group information transmission, each group li should determine whether or not to detect and 
access to a licensed channel in keeping with the packet missing rate of C0. When Li comes to a decision to detect and 
access a license range, the channel sensing and having access to sequence must be decided for Li to decrease the energy 
usage of intra-group information transmission in a probabilistic way. 
(b) At some point of the inter-group information transmission, the channel detecting and getting access to decision need 
to also be cautiously determined for potential energy intake reduction. Due to the fact CHs can adjust their transmission 
power when getting access to an authorized channel, the transmission power control and dynamic channel accessing 
need to be collectively taken into consideration to limit the energy consumption of inter-group information 
transmission. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

With regularly expanding remote services and QOS necessities, traditional remote sensor systems working 
over the permit free range, are confronting exceptional difficulties to ensure organize execution. As a developing 
answer for the range shortage of remote sensor systems, CRSN has been very much concentrated to make strides the 
system exhibitions, as far as deferral and throughput. Liang et al. [3] break down the defer execution to help on going 
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activity in CRSNs. They determine the normal bundle transmission delay for two sorts of channel exchanging systems, 
in particular occasional exchanging and activated exchanging, under two sorts of ongoing movement, including 
intermittent information activity and Poisson movement, individually. Bicen et al. [4] give a few standards for delay-
touchy interactive media correspondence in CRSNs through broad recreations. A voracious organizing calculation is 
proposed in [5] to improve the end-to-end deferral and system throughput for CRSNs, by utilizing dispersed source 
coding and broadcasting. Since the QOS exhibitions of sensor systems can be essentially affected by directing plans, 
examine efforts are likewise committed in creating dynamic directing for CRSNs [6], [7]. Quang and Kim [6] proposed 
a throughput-mindful steering calculation to enhance arrange throughput and reduction end-to-end delay for an 
extensive scale bunched CRSN. In expansion, pioneering medium access (MAC) convention plan also, execution 
examination of existing MAC conventions for CRSNs are contemplated in [8]. 

Most of the present works can satisfactorily upgrade the parameters for various WSNs applications, and in like 
manner give a foundation to range organization and asset assignment in CRSNs. In any case, as a sensor organize made 
out of asset restricted and vitality compelled sensor hubs, CRSN is as yet confronting an innate test on vitality 
proficiency, which draws in expanding consideration regarding study the vitality proficiency improvement. Han et al. 
[9] build up a channel administration conspire for CRSNs, which can adaptively choose the operation method of the 
arrange as far as channel detecting, channel exchanging, and information transmission/ gathering, for vitality 
proficiency change as indicated by the result of channel detecting. The ideal parcel estimate is examined in [10] to 
amplify vitality productivity while keeping up adequate obstruction level for PUs and accomplishing solid occasion 
recognition in CRSNs. The transmission energy of sensor hubs can likewise be balanced for making strides the vitality 
effectiveness of information transmission. In [11], Chai et al. propose a power portion calculation for sensor hubs to 
accomplish acceptable execution as far as vitality productivity, union speed and reasonableness in CRSNs. In the 
meantime, since range detecting represents a specific part of vitality utilization for CRSNs, vitality effective range 
detecting plans are additionally considered in CRSNs to enhance the range identification execution [12]. Besides, 
inspired by the prevalent vitality effectiveness of grouped WSNs, spectrum-aware bunching procedures are examined 
in [13], to upgrade vitality effectiveness and range use for CRSNs. In any case, a thorough report on vitality effective 
information gathering is especially imperative for CRSNs, which ought to mutually consider the vitality utilization in 
channel detecting what's more, exchanging, channel identification likelihood and PU security to decide channel 
detecting and exchanging choice. Information collecting is a major issue in remote sensor systems. It basically 
comprises of two stages. They are: 
(a) Data Detecting: This chooses the detecting rate of every sensor to well recreate the physical information. 
(b) Data Transmission: This is worried about how to transmit detected information to the sink hub. 

 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM SUMMARY 

 
The major objectives of this proposed system is to study and analyze the existing techniques and to investigate 

the dynamic range accessing problem to enhance the energy efficiency of utilizing a licensed channel for intra-group 
and inter-group information transmission of secondary users. Next to analyze the condition when a sensor hub shifts 
data transmission from license - free range to licensed range of frequencies. To implement Quality based activation of 
sensor hubs to enhance energy efficiency of the network. In the proposed approach, first the dynamically accessing of 
channel issue is taken to enhance the vitality efficiency in grouped CRSNs. 
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Fig.4. Network Model and Time Frame of CRSN 

 
By considering the energy intake of channel detecting and switching, we have determined the conditions of 

detecting and getting licensed channels for potential vitality consumption reduction. It can provide some thresholds for 
making channel switching decisions in CRSNs, from the perspective of vitality efficiency. In the existing system 
channel detecting and getting access is done sequentially which method was proposed for intra-group information 
transmission, which forms a comprehensive solution to control the dynamic accessing of range in grouped CRSNs for 
achieving optimal vitality efficiency. Extensive simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can 
significantly reduce the vitality consumption of facts transmission and outperform the existing work without 
considering the vitality consumption of channel detecting and switching. 

In the second step, with the sequential channel sensing and accessing scheme of intra-group data transmission, 
I can propose a sequential channel sensing and accessing scheme for inter-cluster data transmission to further improve 
energy efficiency in CRSNs. In cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSN), battery powered cognitive clients sense a 
spectrum hole and report the outcomes to a centralized node known as cognitive base station (CBS). All the detected 
outcomes effectively gotten at CBS are joined and are used to decide if the spectrum is unoccupied or abandoned. 
When it is abandoned, CBS gives back which cognitive or subjective terminal (for the most part the best cognitive 
terminal (CT) in so called greedy scheduling) could effectively utilize the spectrum range. 

In this way the detecting of channel is great, CRS could accomplish the full diversity gain as the quantity of 
CTs increments. In the CRS, "detecting and detailing" or “sensing and reporting” each vacancy is however a major 
overhead in energy management of CT. Letting just a piece of CTs enacted to detect and report, while alternate CTs 
stay in a sleep or rest mode, may enhance the energy efficiency (EE). EE is considered as an essential execution metric 
in wide zones of remote communications. In co-operative range detecting, influencing a subset of sensors to turn to a 
rest mode and in this manner enhancing EE is called as a node selection approach. 

Nonetheless, an effect of the choice by relieving congestion in Reporting Channel (RCH) to EE has been 
infrequently examined. A possible disadvantage of such particular activation is be that as it may that it could constrain 
the investment of CTs in a planning strategy and may bring about losing certain multi- user diversity gain and thus the 
throughput of system. Then again, if taking the perception that an excessive number of reports could reduce the 
diversity gain by diminishing the quantity of effective reports because of congestion in reporting channel (RCH). This 
project proposes Quality- Based Activation (QBA) of cooperative cognitive user (CU) sets (comprising of Cognitive 
Transmitters(CTs) and cognitive receiver (CRs)), in which detecting and revealing is permitted just for CTs that have 
more prominent or equivalent esteems in the extent of two channels: Data or information channel (DCH) and RCH 
contrasted with given limits, individually. The commitment of QBA in enhancing Energy Efficiency is twofold: QBA 
lets a subset of CTs swing to a rest mode and spare the energy; and, at the same time, it diminishes possible blockage in 
RCH and adds to expanding throughput and consequently enhancing EE.  
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Throughput and EE of CRSNs with the proposed QBA are determined in terms of the limits. With numerical 
examination, it is demonstrated that QBA, contrasted and the each time "detecting also, revealing" plan, accomplishes 
over half change in EE. In addition, QBA likewise expands the throughput more than 30% since it keeps CTs from 
losing their reports by diminishing movement stack in RCH. Let us consider a CRSN that comprises of a Central Base 
Station and N sets of Cognitive user. CTi goes about as a detecting node and, if chose, an information transmitter for 
CRi where i = 1,2,….,N. It is expected that primary user (PU) with transmitting power P is either active or inactive with 
likelihood ∅1 and ∅0 (∅1 + ∅0 = 1) during time T, separately. Fig. 4.1.1.demonstrates the system model alongside a 
CRSN time allotment structure. At first, amid time tc, CBS communicates guide signals or beacon signals which gives 
the time synchronization to CTs and asking for CTs to start detecting. CTs detects PU's movement amid time ts and 
after that report the detecting result and in addition their separate DCH quality to CBS over RCH in tr reporting time. 
Amid time tp, CBS chooses whether PU is available or not by the got detecting results and send the choice to CU sets. 
We expect that the choice depends on a soft scheme fusion rule. 
        In the soft scheme, CBS thinks about an arrived at the averaged of SNR (signal to-Noise Ratio) acquired from the 
reports with a pre-characterized threshold to settle on a final decision. Nature of an ultimate conclusion is generally 
described as the detection likelihood and the false alarm likelihood, which are signified by Pd ( L,  ), and Pf ( L,  ), 
separately. If that PU is resolved to be inactive, CBS allots the empty range to a CU set that has the best DCH quality 
based on greedy scheduling [3]. The allocation is educated to the CU client pair by CBS on a control channel (CCH) 
amid time tp . It is pointed that the likelihood of choosing a cognitive client pair is   1 (1 - Pd ( L,  )) in addition to 0( 

1 - Pf (L,  )). The control signal from CBS, RCH and CCH are expected to utilize a free and non-overlapping range 
that does not meddle with the PU network [12]. The selected CT transmits its facts in DCH on PU's range amid time td. 
In this way, the effective time T* for the CRSN to occupy the PU's range is given by  

                 T* =    .   

         For a given CRSN throughput is indicated as C (bps/Hz) and energy efficiency “η“ is given by  

                η =   ,     bit/Hz/Joule.  

       Assume Pc as the circuit power consumed by an individual Cognitive Terminal when tuning in to the beacon signal 
from CBS. Since all the N number of CTs in the system ought to listen the beacon signal amid tc, the add up to energy 
consumption in this underlying stage is N.Pc.tc. Let Ps be the circuit power expended while detecting the PU channel, Pr 
be transmitting power for sending the detected outcome to CBS by an individual CT and let Pp be the processing power 
expended at CT while getting the decision on range allocation by CBS. Just in case that L (N) CTs among N number 
of CTs detect and report the outcome amid ts and tr, separately, and subsequently tune in to the CBS's decision amid tp, 
the aggregate energy usage in ts +tr + tp is L ( Psts + Prtr + Pptp ). The information transmission from a chosen CT is 
possible only when the PU channel is detected to be idle. Let assume Pa as the transmitting energy of the chosen CT in 
its particular DCH. In this way, the aggregate normal energy efficiency E at CTs during time T can be demonstrated by  
E = N (Pctc) + L (Psts + Prtr + Pptp) + [ 1 (1 - Pd (L, )) + 0 (1 - Pf (L,  ))] Patd . 

 
          Energy Efficiency of a communication system is generally characterized as a proportion of the achievable system 
throughput to the energy expended.  
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
 The following table illustrates the input parameters of the proposed system. 

 
Table.1 Input Parameters 

 
 The following figure illustrates the grouping of hubs in the network. 
 

 
Fig.5. Grouping of Hubs in the Network 

 
The following figure illustrates the CBS network setup strategy. 

 
Fig.6. CBS Network Setup 

The following figure illustrates the energy consumption analysis of the proposed system. 
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Fig.7. Energy Consumption Analysis 

 
The following figure illustrates the network lifetime ratio of the proposed system. 

 

 
Fig.8. Network Lifetime Analysis 

 
The following figure illustrates the Throughput ratio of the proposed system. 
 

 
Fig.9. Throughput Analysis 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 
 Detecting and accessing of channel in CRSN communication is done by every time detecting and accessing 
algorithm. The energy efficiency for intra-group and intergroup information transmission is enhanced by the dynamic 
channel access method, which is done through the existing method. By the process of grouping of sensor hubs in 
network for each and every event, energy taking of whole network is increased in existing method. Moreover, every 
group member of the group will detect and sends the facts to the sink hub. The proposed QBA method limits the 
number of detecting hubs in every event so that energy usage for the network is reduced. Rest of the hubs of the 
network will be in sleep mode for that event. In this way the energy usage of that network will be decreases. The 
Simulation with NS2 results shows that QBA method provides significant enhancement in Energy Efficiency of the 
network, Life time of the Network as well as Throughput, compared with the every time “sensing and reporting” 
approach. This project deals with the battery dependent cognitive radio sensor networks. 

In future, we can concentrate on rechargeable cognitive radio sensor networks, which will give better energy 
efficiency than this, because stochastic harvested power can be leveraged to signify the CR strategies. 
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